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Abstract
Under ideal conditions, the probability density function (PDF) of a random
variable, such as a sensor measurement, would be well known and amenable to
computation and communication tasks. However, this is often not the case, so
the user looks for some other PDF that approximates the true but intractable
PDF. Conservativeness is a commonly sought property of this approximating
PDF, especially in distributed or unstructured data systems where the data
being fused may contain un-known correlations. Roughly, a conservative ap-
proximation is one that overestimates the uncertainty of a system. While prior
work has introduced some definitions of conservativeness, these definitions ei-
ther apply only to normal distributions or violate some of the intuitive appeal of
(Gaussian) conservative definitions. This work provides a general and intuitive
definition of conservativeness that is applicable to any probability distribution,
including multi-modal and uniform distributions. Unfortunately, we show that
this strong definition of conservative cannot be used to evaluate data fusion tech-
niques. Therefore, we also describe a weaker definition of conservative and show
it is preserved through common data fusion methods such as the linear and log-
linear opinion pool, and homogeneous functionals. In addition, we show that
after fusion, weak conservativeness is preserved by Bayesian updates. These
strong and weak definitions of conservativeness can help design and evaluate
potential correlation-agnostic data fusion techniques.
Keywords: Distributed Data Fusion, Sensor Fusion, Distributed Estimation,
Covariance Intersection
1. Introduction
Ideally, the true probability density function (PDF) modeling a random
event would be known, easily computed, and easily shared among cooperating
agents. However, in many scenarios, such a PDF is not available, so alternative
PDFs that have certain properties with respect to the original PDF are required
Email addresses: sl223@uw.edu (Shane Lubold), clark.taylor@afit.edu (Clark N.
Taylor)
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instead. Consider the case of combining probabilistic information from multiple
sources [7]. If we knew the correlation between the sources, then Bayesian
data fusion would be applicable. However, if the correlation is unknown, it is
generally accepted that we should overestimate the uncertainty on the output
[11]. In many cases, the joint model of information is simply unavailable or
too costly or complex to determine1. Thus, one often must take each “piece”
of information “marginally” (or separately). At the same time, one should be
mindful of not taking each piece of information as independent of all others. One
should therefore seek a conservative estimate. But what does it mean to have
a conservative estimate? To intuitively describe the idea of conservativeness,
consider the following examples.
Example 1. A robot maneuvers through an area with an obstacle. It fuses sen-
sor readings together to generate a PDF that estimates the obstacle’s location.
To avoid collision, the path planner will steer the robot away from locations the
PDF says are likely to contain the obstacle. To ensure the obstacle is avoided,
it is better for the PDF to be conservative (the areas with high probability are
larger than they should be) than optimistic (areas that should be high proba-
bility are estimated to be low probability).
Example 2. When trying to convict a criminal in a court, estimating the prob-
ability of guilt, conditioned on the evidence, is important. If the evidence were
100% conclusive, the defendant should be convicted. But if there is uncertainty
about their guilt, it may be better to under-estimate the probability they are
guilty. For example, this uncertainty may arise because two or more pieces of
evidence are each not 100% conclusive. Moreover, if the degree of indepen-
dence between these pieces of evidence were unknown2, one may wish to draw
a conservative conclusion when combining evidence.
While these examples help to intuitively define what a conservative PDF is,
we want to formally define conservativeness between PDFs and in data fusion.
Specifically, we want to formally answer the following three questions represent-
ing different aspects of conservativeness. In what follows, let p1, p2, pf , pt be
PDFs.
Question 1: When is p1 conservative with respect to (w.r.t.) p2?
Question 2: Given a fusion rule F that takes in two probability distribu-
tions p1 and p2, can we prove that pf = F(p1, p2) is a conservative representation
of pt = B(p1, p2), where B represents the Bayesian fusion of PDFs with known
correlation? (Formally defined in (4).)
Question 3: Given three probability distributions pt, pf and p2, where pf is
1For example, when fusing information in a distributed system with numerous sensors, the
correlation between all sensors must be maintained. This quickly becomes in-practical as the
number of sensors grows.
2Consider two ‘experts’ giving opinion-based evidence but where both experts were students
in the same University and taught by the same professors. The expert-opinions of each are
unlikely to be independent.
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a conservative approximation of pt produced by a fusion algorithm, is B(pf , p2)
a conservative approximation of B(pt, p2)?
To answer these three questions, we must have a formal definition of a conser-
vative PDF. In this paper, we first introduce a definition, strictly conservative,
that expresses the idea of less certainty while requiring some notion of simi-
larity between two PDFs. This definition is, we believe, an intuitively correct
definition for answering Question 1. Unfortunately, we show that this property
cannot hold when fusing data with unknown correlation. We therefore intro-
duce a weaker definition (weakly conservative) that also expresses the idea of
less certainty, but with a weaker notion of similarity. We show that several
previously introduced data fusion techniques result in weakly conservative dis-
tributions (answering Question 2). Using the definition of weakly conservative,
we are also able to affirmatively answer Question 3.
1.1. Prior definitions of conservative
Despite the large interest in conservative PDFs and their applications in
data fusion (e.g., [3, 9, 5, 14, 13, 12, 2, 6]), there is no agreement on the general
definition of a conservative PDF, especially for non-Gaussian PDFs.
For Gaussian PDFs, the positive semi-definite (p.s.d.) definition of conser-
vativeness is commonly accepted. A PDF pc is p.s.d. conservative w.r.t. pt if
Σc  Σt, where Σc and Σt are the covariance matrices of pc and pt and  is
defined in the p.s.d. sense3. That is, Σc  Σt if for all x ∈ Rm,
xT (Σc − Σt)x ≥ 0. (1)
When developing a data fusion method for Gaussian distributions, this defini-
tion is often used to prove the fusion technique generates conservative outputs.
Similarly, it can be proven that a p.s.d. approximation of an input will lead to a
p.s.d. output of Bayesian fusion. Therefore, the p.s.d. definition of conservative
can be used to answer Questions 1, 2, and 3 for Gaussian distributions.
Unfortunately, the p.s.d. definition of conservative does not easily extend
to non-Gaussian distributions. Previous work [9, 12, 16] has applied the p.s.d.
definition to non-Gaussian PDFs. However, comparing variances between PDFs
is not always informative. For example, consider an exponential distribution
(defined only for x ≥ 0) and a Gaussian distribution. Another approach to
defining conservativeness for general PDFs [3, 4, 5] requires that H(pc) ≥ H(pt),
where H is the differential entropy of a distribution. We call this the greater
entropy (GE) condition. The primary difficulty with entropy being used to
define conservativeness is that an increase in uncertainty in one dimension can
overcome a decrease in uncertainty in another dimension. The p.s.d. definition,
on the other hand, ensures that uncertainty is higher in all dimensions.
For example, consider Figure 1(a) where we show ellipses representing a level
set for four different Gaussian distributions, each with the same mean. These
3With strict inequality, we have the positive definite () definition.
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•x1
•x2
(a)
Label Covariance p.s.d. GEOP GEKL
Truth
(black, solid)
(
4 0
0 1
)
N/A N/A N/A
Candidate 1
(violet, dotted)
(
4 0
0 2.25
)
X X X
Candidate 2
(blue, dash-dot)
(
9 0
0 2.25
)
X X X
Candidate 3
(red, dashed)
(
2.25 0
0 9
)
X X X
(b)
Figure 1: In subfigure (a), level sets for the original (truth) PDF and three candidate con-
servative PDFs are shown. Candidates 1 and 2 are conservative in the traditional, p.s.d.
conservative sense, but only candidate 2 meets the order preserving (OP) condition. Can-
didate 3 is not p.s.d. conservative, but still meets the GE and KL conditions from [3, 4].
Subfigure (b) summarizes the graph in (a).
distributions represent a “truth” distribution and three candidate conservative
distributions. While all three candidate distributions have more entropy than
the truth PDF, Candidate 3 distribution is not p.s.d. conservative w.r.t. the
truth, illustrated by the Candidate 3 ellipse falling within the truth ellipse in
the horizontal direction.
To address the shortcomings of entropy as a definition of conservativeness,
prior work has imposed additional constraints on the conservative distributions.
In [3, 4], the increase in entropy from pt to pc is required to be greater than
the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the two distributions. Unfortu-
nately, even this condition does not prevent uncertainty from decreasing in some
dimensions. For example, all three candidate distributions in Figure 1 meet the
GE and KL conditions, but only two of them are also p.s.d. conservative.
In [5], an order preservation (OP) condition is added to the greater entropy
condition. This new condition states: for all x1, x2, pt(x1) ≥ pt(x2) iff pc(x1) ≥
pc(x2). Because of these two conditions, we refer to this paper’s definition of
conservative as GEOP conservative. Unfortunately, the GEOP definition is
overly strict, excluding many distributions that could reasonably be considered
conservative. Consider the two points, x1 and x2 shown in Figure 1. Note that
x1 is on the level set ellipse for the truth PDF, while x2 is outside it. This
implies that pt(x1) > pt(x2). When the ellipse for Candidate 1 is considered, x2
is still approximately on the ellipse, while x1 is significantly inside of it, showing
that pc(x1) < pc(x2), violating the order preservation condition. For Gaussians,
the GEOP definition is extremely restrictive (for more details see Section 3).
In addition to answering Question #1, prior work has also attempted to
define conservative data fusion for non-Gaussian PDFs (Question #2). In [10],
a definition of conservative data fusion was proposed stating “an update rule
is consistent if the probability of finding that the state is at x is not reduced
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as a result of the update.” While there is some intuitive reasoning for this
definition, [10] admits that this definition does not necessarily lead to useful
fusion algorithms. In [5] it states: “A fusion rule is conservative if and only if
it satisfies two properties: (1) It does not double count common information
and (2) it replaces each component of independent information with a conser-
vative approximation.” While this definition of conservative data fusion was
introduced in the same paper as the GEOP conservative definition, data fusion
techniques that follow these two proposed rules do not produce PDFs that are
GEOP conservative (see Section 2.2). This leads to the undesirable situation
where a conservative fusion rule (Question #2) produces PDFs that are not
conservative w.r.t. the optimally fused distribution (as defined by the answer
to Question #1).
1.2. Contributions
Given these shortcomings in related work, a new definition of conservative
PDFs is desired. This definition should be applicable to non-Gaussian PDFs
(Question #1), should enable the analysis of fusion rule outputs to answer ques-
tion #2, and for Gaussians should be roughly equivalent to the p.s.d. definition
of conservative. We would also like this definition to have some intuitive appeal.
In this paper, we first propose a definition that fully captures the intuition
for what a conservative PDF should be. We consider this the ideal answer
to Question #1 for non-Gaussian PDFs. Unfortunately, we also show that in
general this definition cannot hold through any fusion rule that does not know
the correlation between its inputs (Question #2). We therefore propose a weaker
definition of conservative that is preserved through various data fusion methods,
including the linear opinion pool [7, 1], Chernoff or log linear opinion pool [9],
and homogeneous fusion [15]. This definition has the desirable property of being
equivalent to the p.s.d. definition of conservative when applied to Gaussians. We
also show that this weaker version of conservative is preserved through Bayesian
posterior updating (Question #3).
The rest of the paper is as follows. We introduce our new definitions of
conservativeness in section 2, and compare them against prior definitions in
Section 3. In Section 4 we show how our new definition of conservativeness can
be used to verify the performance of “conservative” fusion rules, even for non-
Gaussian distributions. We also show that conservativeness is preserved after
performing a Bayesian update on a fused posterior. In Section 5, we provide
concluding remarks.
1.3. Notation
For clarity, we briefly review our notation. We use N(µ,Σ) to denote the
PDF of a Gaussian random variable with mean µ and covariance Σ and U(a, b)
to denote the PDF of a continuous, uniform random variable on (a, b). For a
PDF p, we use supp(p) to refer to the support of p. For x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rm,
we let ||x||2 = ∑ni=1 x2i be its squared `2-norm. We denote the complement of
a set A as Ac. For probability distributions, we use lower case p(x) to represent
the PDF at x, while P (A) returns the probability mass of A.
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2. Definition of Conservativeness
This section has three subsections. In the first subsection, we introduce
the concept of the minimum volume sets of a PDF and discuss some of their
properties. Using these results, in subsections 2.2 and 2.3 we give two definitions
of conservativeness: strictly and weakly conservative.
2.1. Minimum Volume Sets
In this work, we only consider continuous random variables taking values
in Rm with Borel σ-algebra B(Rm). Let λ denote the Lebesgue measure on
Rm. We assume that all variables in this work have a λ-density. Recall that a
probability measure P has λ-density if there is a non-negative function p such
that for all A ∈ B(Rm), P (A) = ∫
A
p(x) dx.
Definition 1. Let P be a probability measure with λ-density p. A minimum
volume (MV) set for P with area α ∈ (0, 1) is
Mp(α) = arg inf
X⊆Rm
{λ(X) : P (X) ≥ α} . (2)
Informally, a MV set is a set with the smallest volume that has probability
at least α. We now give three examples of MV sets.
Example 3. If p = N(0, 1), the MV set for p with area α is
Mp(α) =
{
x : |x| ≤ Φ−1
(
α+ 1
2
)}
,
where Φ is the CDF of the standard Gaussian.
Example 4. Consider p = Exp(λ), with PDF p(x) = λ exp(−λx). The (unique)
MVS for p with area α is
Mp(α) =
[
0,− log(1− α)
λ
]
.
Note that log(1− α) < 0 for α ∈ (0, 1) so the MV set is a subset of [0,∞).
Example 5. Let p = 13N((2, 4),Σ1) +
2
3N((1,−3),Σ2) where
Σ1 =
(
6 2
2 3
)
, Σ2 =
(
5 −1
−1 4
)
.
In Figure 2, we plot the boundaries of MV sets for four values of α. The smallest
value of α corresponds to the green set, and the values of α then increase as we
go from the sets outlined in black, red, and blue.
To understand the intuitive appeal of using MV sets to define conservative-
ness, we first discuss some properties of these sets. See [8] for proofs of these
properties.
6
−4 −2 0 2 4 6
−
6
−
4
−
2
0
2
4
6
Figure 2: Examples of MV sets for the mixture of Gaussians in Example 5. The values of
alpha decrease as we go from the sets outlined in blue, red, black, and green.
Property 1. Every MV set is associated with a super-level set Sp(β) := {x :
p(x) ≥ β}. Under some regularity conditions on p, the boundary of each Sp(β)
is a level set of the form Lp(β) := {x : p(x) = β}.
MV sets are not always unique. If p has a level set of non-zero Lebesgue
measure (i.e. p has a “flat” region), there exists an α for which there are
multiple minimum volume sets. For example, if p = U(0, 1), the sets (t, t + α)
for t ∈ [0, 1− α] are all MV sets with area α. We call a PDF non-flat if all its
level-sets have zero measure.
Property 2. If α1, α2 ∈ [0, 1] with α1 > α2, there exists Mp(α1) such that
Mp(α1) ⊃Mp(α2). If p is non-flat, the set Mp(α1) is unique.
Property 3. For x ∈ Mp(α) and y ∈ M cp(α), p(x) ≥ p(y). In addition, if p is
non-flat, then p(x) > p(y).
From Properties 2 and 3, we can associate to a PDF p a collection of MV sets.
Clearly, Mp(1) = supp(p), while Mp(α) “tightens” around the higher likelihood
areas of p as α → 0. The boundaries of the MV sets create a “topographical”
representation of p (see Figure 2).
2.2. Strictly Conservative Definition
We now state our proposed definition for strictly conservative.
Definition 2. The PDF pc is strictly conservative w.r.t. pt if for all α ∈ [0, 1],
for each Mt(α), there exists a Mc(α) such that Mc(α) ⊇Mt(α).
Informally, consider when pt and pc are 2-dimensional, non-flat PDFs. The
strictly conservative definition states that if the topographical lines (level sets)
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for both pt and pc were drawn on the same map, the topographical lines from pc
would always enclose the corresponding lines from pt. Note that previous papers
discussing conservativeness for Gaussian PDFs have often used ellipses repre-
senting a particular level set to illustrate the concept of conservativeness. In
many ways, the strictly conservative definition is a formalization and extension
of the pedagogical diagrams frequently included in previous papers.
The strictly conservative definition has the following appealing attributes.
First, this definition can be applied to any PDF, not just Gaussians. Second, this
definition captures the intuition in Example 1, since for all α (the probability of
a region including an object), the conservative distribution’s region is a super
set of the true distribution’s region. Third, for two Gaussian distributions with
the same mean, the p.s.d. and strictly conservative definitions are equivalent.
Consider the following examples demonstrating some of the appealing attributes
just described:
Example 6. Let pc = U(a, b) and pt = U(c, d). Then pc is strictly conservative
w.r.t. pt if (a, b) ⊇ (c, d).
Example 7. Let pc be a Student’s-t distribution with ν > 0 degrees of freedom
and pt = N (0, 1). Then pc is strictly conservative w.r.t. pt for all ν.
Despite the intuitive appeal of this definition, we cannot apply this definition
to data fusion for general PDFs. To understand this weakness of the strictly
conservative definition, we first define maximum likelihood mode(s) for non-flat
PDFs.
Definition 3. For any non-flat PDF, there are a finite set of points, the max-
imum likelihood modes M1 = {x : p1(x) = sup p1} where the PDF reaches it
maximum value. An alternate definition is M1 = limα→0+ M1(α).
Property 4. For pc to be strictly conservative w.r.t. pt, it must be true that
Mt =Mc.
Proof. If this were not true, then for small enough α, there would exist an Mt(α)
such that Mt(α) 6⊆Mc(α), which is a contradiction.
Now consider the data fusion problem: we desire a fusion rule F for fusing
two PDFs, p1 and p2, such that pf ∝ F(p1, p2). Furthermore, assume we can
write the input information as
p1(x) ∝ p1\C(x)pC(x), p2(x) ∝ p2\C(x)pC(x) ,
where pC is the common information in p1 and p2
4. The goal of F is to generate
a conservative approximation of pt ∝ p1\Cp2\CpC even when pC is not known.
4In sensor fusion contexts, we can interpret p1\C and p2\C as containing the information
unique to sensors 1 and 2, while pC contains the information common to both sensors.
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If p1\C , p2\C , and pC are Gaussian distributions with different means, then
the sets M1,M2 and Mt are all single points located at the mean of the dis-
tribution. Unfortunately, determining Mt is not possible from p1 and p2 alone
since it requires knowledge of pC . BecauseMf =Mt must be true for pf to be
strictly conservative w.r.t. pt, creating a fusion rule that generates strictly con-
servative PDFs is impossible, even for the simple Gaussian case. Therefore, in
the following section we introduce a weaker definition of conservative that does
not require thatMc =Mt but that preserves some of the positive attributes of
the strictly conservative definition.
2.3. Weakly Conservative: A Definition of Conservativeness for Data Fusion
To create a definition of pc being conservative w.r.t. pt that can be used to
evaluate fusion rules and is easy to verify, we introduce three conditions that
capture much of the intuition behind Definition 2.
Condition 1. supp(pc) ⊇ supp(pt).
We say that conditions 2 and 3 hold for a given α if
Condition 2. Pt(Mt(α)) ≥ Pc(Mt(α)), and
Condition 3. There exists Mc(α) s.t. Pt(Mc(α)) ≥ Pc(Mc(α)).
In the next Proposition, we connect these three conditions to the definition
of strictly conservative. We prove this Proposition in the Appendix.
Proposition 1. If Conditions 1, 2, and 3 hold for all α ∈ (0, 1], this is neces-
sary, but not sufficient, for pc to be strictly conservative w.r.t. pt.
We now motivate these conditions. Condition 2 says that Pc should assign
less probability than Pt to the MV sets of pt. This is similar to the motivation
for conservativeness given in Example 1. Condition 3 requires that areas of high
probability for pc are also areas of high probability for pt.
Definition 4. A PDF pc is weakly conservative w.r.t. pt if Condition 1 is met
and Conditions 2 and 3 hold for α ∈ [α′, 1], where 0 ≤ α′ < 1.
We note that as α′ decreases, the “similarity” of the two PDFs should also
increase. Consider the following four examples that illustrate when a PDF is
and is not weakly conservative. In later sections we discuss how this definition
compares with other definitions and how it can be used to evaluate fusion rules.
Example 8. Let p1 = N(µ1,Σ1) and p2 = N(µ2,Σ2). Then p1 is weakly, but
not strictly conservative w.r.t. p2 if µ1 6= µ2 and Σ1  Σ2. Consider Figure 3,
where pt = N(0, 1) and pc = N(1, 1.5
2). Because both distributions are Gaussian,
Condition 1 is met. As subfigures 3(b) and 3(c) show, conditions 2 and 3 are
also met for α ∈ [α′, 1], with α′ ≈ 0.665.
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-5 -2.5 0 2.5 5
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
pt
p
c
(a)
0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
(b)
0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1
-0.03
-0.015
0
0.015
0.03
'  0.665
(c)
Figure 3: On the left we plot pt = N(0, 1) and pc = N(1, 2.25). pc is weakly, but not
strictly, conservative w.r.t pt. To illustrate this point, in the middle figure above we plot
Pt(Mt(α)) − Pc(Mt(α)) for α ∈ [0, 1]. On the right, we plot Pt(Mc(α)) − Pc(Mc(α)) for
α ∈ [0, 1]. Note that Condition 2 is satisfied for all α, while Condition 3 is only satisfied for
α > α′, where α′ ≈ 0.65.
Example 9. Consider two mixtures of Gaussians p1 and p2,
p1 =
n∑
i=1
ωiN(µi,Σi), p2 =
m∑
i=1
iN(νi,Φi) , (3)
where
∑n
i=1 ωi =
∑m
i=1 i = 1, µi, νi ∈ Rk and Σi,Φi ∈ Rk×k. Assume there
exists an index ` such that Φ`  Φi for i = 1, . . . ,m and an index k such that
Σk  Σi for i = 1, . . . , n. If Σk  Φ` then p1 is weakly conservative w.r.t. p2.
Example 10. Let p1 = N(0, 1) and p2 = N(1, 1). Then p1 is not weakly
conservative w.r.t. p2.
Example 11. Let p1 and p2 be skew-normal distributions, defined as p(x) =
2√
2pi
e−x
2/2Φ(sx), where Φ(y) is the CDF of the normal distribution. If s1 6= 0
and s1 = −s2, then neither distribution will be weakly conservative w.r.t. the
other.
3. Comparison with Previous Definitions
In this section, we describe the relationship between the strictly and weakly
conservative definitions with previous definitions of conservativeness. In the
first subsection, we focus on Gaussian distributions, followed by a discussion on
other distributions.
3.1. Gaussian PDFs
When determining whether pc = N(µc,Σc) is conservative w.r.t. pt =
N(µt,Σt), there are several definitions of conservativeness that one can use.
These definitions include the p.s.d and p.d. definitions in (1), the GEOP and
GEKL definitions (Section 1.1), and the two definitions proposed in this work:
strictly conservative (SC – Definition 2) and weakly conservative (WC – Defi-
nition 4).
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GEOP SC WC p.d. p.s.d. GEKL
Σc = kΣt, k ≥ 1 X X X X, if k > 1 X X
µc = µt Σc  Σt X X X X X X
Σc  Σt X X X X X X
Σc = kΣt, k > 1 X X X X X /
µc 6= µt Σc  Σt X X X X X /
Σc  Σt X X / X X /
Σc  Σt X X X X X /
Table 1: This table summarizes when different definitions of conservative will be considered
true for Gaussian distributions. If there is a X, then pc = N(µc,Σc) is conservative w.r.t.
pt = N(µt,Σt), an “X” means it is never true, and a “/” means it is sometimes true. To make
this table exact, each row is assumed to not include the conditions covered by the row above
it. For example, the row Σc  Σt does not include the cases when Σc  Σt.
In Table 1, we show when pc is conservative w.r.t pt for each definition.
Each row represents various relationships between pc and pt, and each column
represents a different definition of conservative. In general, the columns are
ordered from most restrictive to least restrictive. In Appendix B, we provide
justification for several entries in Table 1.
There is one aspect of this table that we believe deserves particular atten-
tion. While none of the new definitions align exactly with the p.d. or p.s.d
definitions for Gaussians (one of the original goals of this paper), understanding
the difference between the WC and p.s.d. definitions leads to what we believe
should be an intuitive refinement of the p.s.d. definition for Gaussians. Con-
sider the case when Σc = Σt. Because the p.s.d. definition only considers the
covariance matrix, then pc is p.s.d. conservative w.r.t. pt, regardless of the
values of µc and µt. On the other hand, pc is weakly conservative w.r.t. pt only
if µc = µt. We believe that this reflects positively on the weakly conservative
definition. If µc 6= µt, intuitively, Σc should be larger than Σt to compensate for
the difference in means, something that p.s.d. conservative does not capture,
but weakly conservative does.
3.2. Non-Gaussian PDFs
When comparing definitions of conservative for non-Gaussian PDFs, the p.d.
and p.s.d. definitions cannot be included. We also have the following properties
relating different definitions:
• Any SC distribution is also WC.
• The maximum likelihood modes have to be the same between two distri-
butions for both the GEOP and SC distributions.
• The GEKL distribution does not correspond well with the intuitive un-
derstanding of conservativeness inherent in SC or p.s.d. definitions.
Therefore, we focus on comparing the GEOP and SC definitions of conserva-
tive. By example, we prove that the sets of GEOP and SC functions overlap
(Example 12), but that neither is a strict subset of the other (Examples 13-15).
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Example 12. Let pc = Exponential(λc) and pt = Exponential(λt). The PDF
pc is a strictly conservative w.r.t pt if and only if pc is GEOP conservative w.r.t
pt.
Proof. To begin, assume pc is a GEOP approximation of pt. Recall that the
entropy of Exponential(λ) is 1 − log(λ). Since H(pc) ≥ H(pt), it follows that
λc ≤ λt. Let α ∈ [0, 1). We construct a MV set of the form [0, xc] with area α
for pc. A similar construction holds for MV sets of the form [0, xt] for pt. The
value of xc must satisfy α =
∫ xc
0
pc(y) dy, so
xc = − log(1− α)
λc
.
Since λc ≤ λt, we see that xc ≥ xt, so Mc(α) ⊇ Mt(α). The case when α = 1
is easy because Mc(α) = Mt(α) = [0,∞). Therefore, Mc(α) ⊇ Mt(α) for all
α ∈ [0, 1], so pc is a strictly conservative approximation of pt.
Now assume that pc is a strictly conservative approximation of pt. Since
the exponential distribution is monotonically decreasing, the order-preservation
property holds trivially. All that remains is to show that H(pc) ≥ H(pt).
Using the above calculations for xc and xt, it must be that λc ≤ λt. If not,
then Mc(α) 6⊇Mt(α) for some α, which is a contradiction. Then, 1− log(λc) ≥
1−log(λt), so H(pc) ≥ H(pt). We conclude then that pc is a GEOP conservative
approximation of pt.
Example 13. Let pt = U(a, b) and pc = U(c, d). If (c, d) ⊃ (a, b), then pc is
strictly, but not GEOP conservative, w.r.t. pt.
Proof. Let α ∈ (0, 1). Since pc and pt are “flat”, the MV sets are not unique. In
this proof, we will just show that there exists MV sets that satisfy the require-
ment Mc(α) ⊇ Mt(α). It is easy to see that one such example of a MV set for
pc with area α is
Mc(α) =
(
a+ b
2
− α
2(b− a) ,
a+ b
2
+
α
2(b− a)
)
.
In a similar way, one MV set for pt with area α is
Mt(α) =
(
a+ b
2
− α
2(d− c) ,
a+ b
2
+
α
2(d− c)
)
.
Note that these sets are centered at the mean of pt,
a+b
2 . Since (c, d) ⊃ (a, b), it
follows that d− c ≥ b− a, so Mc(α) ⊇Mt(α). To prove that pc is not a GEOP
conservative approximation of pt, choose two points, x1 ∈ (a, b) and x2 ∈ (c, d)∩
(a, b)c. In this case pc(x2) ≥ pc(x1), which to be GEOP conservative requires
pt(x2) ≥ pt(x1). Because it does not, this is not GEOP conservative.
Example 14. Let pc = N(0, 3) and
pt(x) =
{
k1N(x; 0, 1) : x ≤ 0
k2N(x; 0, 2) : x ≥ 0
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Figure 4: We plot pt and pc from Example 15 with λ = 0.8. This example shows that pc is
GEOP, but not strictly conservative, w.r.t pt.
where k1 and k2 are chosen so the integral of pt is 1 and pt is continuous. Be-
cause pt is non-symmetric and pc is symmetric, pc cannot be GEOP conservative
w.r.t. pt, but is strictly conservative.
While there are many such examples where a function can be SC, but not
GEOP, being GEOP is not a sufficient condition for being SC as shown in the
following example.
Example 15. Let pt = Exponential(1) and
pc(x) =
{
e−λx, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
ke−λx, 1 < x
where λ < 1 and k is such that pc integrates to 1. We plot pc in Figure 4 with
λ = 0.8. Note that pc and pt are decreasing, so pc is order preserving w.r.t.
pt. When λ = 0.8, H(pt) = 1 and H(pc) ≈ 1.48. So pc is GEOP conservative
w.r.t. pt. However, pc is not strictly conservative w.r.t. pt because for small
α, Mt(α) 6⊆Mc(α).
To summarize this section, we have shown that neither GEOP and SC con-
servative are subsets of the other. In our opinion, the examples we have found so
far for PDFs that are SC but not GEOP (e.g., Examples 13 and 14) align more
with our intuition of what a conservative PDF should be, while the example of
GEOP but not SC seem to be special cases where entropy can be “fooled” into
being greater while the PDF may not be intuitively conservative.
4. Applications of Conservative Definitions
In this section, we demonstrate the utility of having formal definitions of con-
servativeness. In the first sub-section, we introduce two properties of weakly con-
servative that can be used to prove conservativeness. In the second sub-section,
we prove that several previously introduced fusion rules generate conservative
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PDFs. The third sub-section proves that when using a Bayesian update to com-
bine two PDFs, if one of the input PDFs is the output of a (previously discussed)
conservative fusion rule, then the output is also a conservative approximation.
Note that proving both of these properties have not been possible previously
(especially for non-Gaussian distributions) and represent novel contributions of
this paper in their own right.
4.1. Useful Properties of Weakly Conservative
The following propositions are often useful to determine if a PDF is weakly
conservative.
Proposition 2. Let pc and pt be PDFs that satisfy Condition 1. Let A =
{x : pc(x) < pt(x)} and ε = infx∈A pc(x). If Pc({x : pc(x) < ε}) > 0 and
Pt({x : pt(x) < ε}) > 0 then pc is weakly conservative w.r.t. pt.
Proof. We prove that Condition 3 holds for all α in some interval. We define α′
by
α′ =
∫
Sc(ε)
pc(x) dx .
That α′ < 1 follows because Pc({x : pc(x) < ε}) > 0. For any α ∈ [α′, 1),
Mc(α) ⊇ A. To show this, note that Mc(α′) = {x : pc(x) ≥ ε} by the definition
of ε and Property 1. If x ∈ A, it follows that pc(x) ≥ , so x ∈ Mc(α′) and
Mc(α
′) ⊇ A.
We use Property 2 to conclude that for α ∈ [α′, 1), Mc(α) ⊇ A. To con-
tinue, note that for x ∈ M cc (α), pc(x) ≥ pt(x) because M cc (α) ⊆ Ac. Thus
Pc(M
c
c (α)) ≥ Pt(M cc (α)). Since Pt(M cc (α))+Pt(Mc(α)) = Pc(M cc (α))+Pc(Mc(α)),
we conclude that Pt(Mc(α)) ≥ Pc(Mc(α)). This proves Condition 3 for all
α ∈ [α′, 1). With a similar argument, we can can conclude that Condition
2 holds for all α ∈ [α′′, 1) where α′′ < 1. Because both α′ and α′′ are less than
one, pc is a weakly conservative approximation of pt.
When working with PDFs with infinite support, the following Proposition
is even more straightforward.
Proposition 3. Let pc and pt be PDFs with support Rm. Let A = {x : pc(x) <
pt(x)}. If A is bounded, then pc is weakly conservative w.r.t pt.
Proof. Let A = {x : pc(x) < pt(x)} and let  = infx∈A pc(x). Note that  > 0
because the support of pc is Rm. Because pc and pt go to zero as ||x||2 → ∞,
the set {x : pc(x) < } is unbounded. Because the support of each PDF is Rm,
it follows that Pc({x : pc(x) < }) > 0 and Pt({x : pt(x) < }) > 0. We then
use Proposition 2 to conclude that pc is weakly conservative w.r.t pt.
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4.2. Proving a Fusion Rule is Conservative
In this section, we prove that three previously used fusion rules produce
weakly conservative PDFs w.r.t. the ideally (perfect knowledge) fused PDF. For
these proofs, we limit ourselves to PDFs that have infinite support: supp(p) =
Rm.
When performing data fusion, we assume we are fusing a collection {pi}ni=1
of PDFs. As in Section 2.2, we assume that each pi can be factored as pi(x) ∝
pC(x)pi\C(x), where pC(x) is the common information. Assuming this division
into common and unique information is not known, we fuse the input PDFs into
an output PDF pf . We then compare pf to pt, the PDF formed if the common
information was perfectly known, given by
pt(x) =
1
ηt
pC(x)
n∏
i=1
pi\C(x) dx , (4)
where ηt is the normalizing constant.
4.2.1. The Linear Opinion Pool
The first fusion rule we study is the linear opinion pool (LOP), [7] and [1].
The LOP method forms a convex combination pf , given by
pf (x) =
n∑
i=1
ωipi(x), with
n∑
i=1
ωi = 1 , (5)
and ωi ≥ 0.
Proposition 4. The PDF pf created by the LOP method in (5) is weakly con-
servative w.r.t. pt from (4).
Proof. We first show that there exists an x such that pf (x) ≥ pt(x). To show
this, note
h(x)
4
=
pf (x)
pt(x)
= ηt
n∑
i=1
ωi∏
j 6=i pj\C(x)
diverges as ||x||2 → ∞ because lim||x||2→∞ pi\C(x) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Since h
diverges, there exists a finite a such that h(x) > 1 for ||x||2 > a, i.e., pf (x) >
pt(x). Because a is finite, the set A = {x : pf (x) < pt(x)} is bounded and pf is
weakly conservative w.r.t. pc by Proposition 3.
4.2.2. The Log Linear Opinion Pool
The second fusion rule we are interested in is the Chernoff fusion method,
sometimes known as the log-linear opinion pool (LLOP) [9]. Given PDFs
(pi)
n
i=1, we fuse them together to produce a PDF pf
pf (x) =
1
ηf
n∏
i=1
pωii (x) , (6)
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Figure 5: A simple example of homogeneous fusion, with pC = 0.5N(−1.8, 1) + 0.5N(1.8, 1),
p1\C = N(−0.6, 1) and p2\C = N(−1.4, 1). The left figure plots pC and the two input functions
p1 and p2. The middle figure plots the “true” fusion result pt =
1
ηt
pC p1\C p2\C , together
with a homogeneous fusion with varying values of q. The third figure is a zoomed in version
of the middle sub-figure. Where applicable, the weight on each input was set to 0.5
where
n∑
i=1
ωi = 1, 0 ≤ ωi ≤ 1
and
ηf =
∫
Rm
n∏
i=1
pωii (x) dx .
Proposition 5. The PDF pf created by the LLOP method in (6) is a weakly
conservative approximation of pt in (4).
Proof. We first show that there exists an x such that pf (x) ≥ pt(x). To show
this, we define the ratio between pf and pt
h(x)
4
=
pf (x)
pt(x)
=
ηt
ηf
n∏
i=1
pωi−1i\C (x)
and note that it diverges as ||x||2 → ∞ since ωi ≤ 1 for all i. The rest of the
proof is identical to the proof of Proposition 4.
4.2.3. Homogeneous Functionals
The third data fusion rule we analyze fuses PDFs using homogeneous func-
tionals from [15]. The “generalized power mean” can be used to create several
different homogeneous functions of degree 1. Given PDFs {pi}mi=1, the fused
PDF pf is defined as
pf (x) =
1
ηf
(
n∑
i=1
ωip
q
i (x)
)1/q
(7)
for −∞ ≤ q ≤ ∞. Various data fusion methods are special cases of the “gener-
alized power mean rule” method. For example, if q = 0, we recover the LLOP
method and if q = 1 we recover the LOP method. In addition, if q = −∞,
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pf (x) ∝ min1≤i≤n(pi(x)) and if q =∞, pf ∝ max1≤i≤n(pi(x)). In Figure 5, we
plot pf for various values of q, demonstrating the different results that can be
obtained using homogeneous functionals.
Proposition 6. The PDF pf created by the fusion method in (7) is a weakly-
conservative approximation of pt from (4).
Proof. By the definition of homogeneous functionals of degree 1, (7) can be
re-written as:
pf (x) =
1
ηf
pC(x)
(
n∑
i=1
ωip
q
i\C(x)
)1/q
We define
h(x)
4
=
pf (x)
pt(x)
=
ηt
ηf
(
n∑
i=1
ωi∏
j 6=i p
q
j\C(x)
)1/q
.
For any q ∈ [−∞,∞], h(x)→∞ as ||x||2 →∞. The rest of the proof is identical
to the proof of Proposition 4.
4.3. Preservation of Conservative-ness through Bayesian Updates
Consider the Bayesian update
p(x|Znew) = p(Znew|x)p(x)∫
Rm p(Znew|x)p(x) dx
,
where Znew is new information received about the state x and p(x) is the prior
information about the state. Assume there are two possible priors during this
Bayesian update: (1) a prior pf (x) generated by a fusion rule described in the
previous section (i.e. the prior is weakly conservative w.r.t. the true prior)
and (2) a prior pt(x) generated by a system with known correlation (i.e., Equa-
tion (4)). We desire that the output when the fused prior is used be conservative
w.r.t. the output when the true prior is used.
Proposition 7. Let p1(x|Znew) ∝ p(Znew|x)pf (x) and p2(x|Znew) ∝ p(Znew|x)pt(x).
If
pf (x)
pt(x)
→ ∞ as ||x||2 → ∞, then p1(x|Znew) is weakly conservative w.r.t.
p2(x|Znew).
Proof. Define
h(x) =
p1(x|Znew)
p2(x|Znew) = k
pf (x)p(Znew|x)
pt(x)p(Znew|x) = k
pf (x)
pt(x)
,
where the constant k is the ratio of the normalizing constants for pf and pt. For
any of the fusion rules discussed in Section 4.2
pf (x)
pt(x)
→∞ as ||x|| → ∞ .
From proposition 3, p1 is weakly conservative w.r.t. p2.
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This proposition is particularly helpful when using a Bayesian estimation
scheme with a dynamic process (e.g. a particle filter) as this property means
that conservative fusion can be performed at any time step, and the final output
will be weakly conservative.
5. Conclusion
When working with intractable PDFs it is often desirable to have a supple-
mentary PDF that has some properties w.r.t. the true PDF. While the idea of
“conservativeness” has been mentioned previously as a desirable characteristic,
there is little consensus on a general definition of conservativeness. This paper
introduces an intuitive and formal definition for conservative that can be applied
to any two PDFs. This definition, strictly conservative, captures the intuition
behind conservativeness being a desirable property and conforms fairly well with
prior definitions, while addressing their shortcomings. When performing data
fusion, a weaker definition is required, and we propose a definition of conser-
vativeness that can be applied in this case. Using this weaker definition, we
prove that several previously introduced fusion rules are conservative. We also
prove that a conservative PDF introduced at some point in a Bayesian updating
scheme yields a conservative PDF at the end of Bayesian updates using that
conservative PDF.
While these properties are useful, there is considerable future work that we
would like to see performed in this area. First, the definitions of conservative
presented in this paper are all binary. The α′ parameter used to prove weakly
conservative can be arbitrarily close to 1. This α′ parameter, however, is also
a measure of how similar two PDFs are. Designing fusion rules that guarantee
maximum α′ values could be very meaningful. Second, all of the proofs in Sec-
tion 4 are for PDFs with infinite support. Extending these proofs to include all
possible PDFs may lead to increased understanding of what being conservative
means.
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Figure A.6: An example where pc obeys the three conditions across all α but is not strictly
conservative.
Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 1
Proof. First, we prove that being strictly conservative implies each of the three
conditions. We start with Condition 1. Assume for contradiction that supp(pc) +
supp(pt). Then Mc(1) + Mt(1), violating Definition 2. We now analyze Con-
dition 2. When Mc(α) ⊇ Mt(α), we can re-write Mc(α) = Mt(α) ∪ B where
B = Mc(α) ∩Mt(α)c. If Pc(Mc(α)) = Pt(Mt(α)) = α, Pc(Mt(α)) + Pc(B) =
Pc(Mc(α)) or Pc(Mt(α)) = Pt(Mt(α))−Pc(B). Because Pc(B) ≥ 0, Condition 2
is proven. For Condition 3, the proof is similar to the proof for Condition 3 and
is omitted for brevity.
Second, we prove by counter-example that these three conditions are not
sufficient for Pc to be strictly conservative approximation of Pt. Let pt = N (0, 4)
and
pc(x) =

.05 1 ≤ x ≤ 2
Φ( 152 )−Φ( 102 )+Φ( 22 )−Φ( 12 )−.05
5 10 ≤ x ≤ 15
N (x; 0, 4) otherwise.
These two distributions are illustrated in Figure A.6. While pc meets all three
conditions for all α, pc will not be strictly conservative w.r.t. pt due to the
“notch” removed from 1 to 2, providing the needed counter-example.
Appendix B. Proof for some entries in Table 1
The following propositions and their proofs help define why different row
and column combinations in Table 1 have a checkmark or X. All distributions
(pc and pt) are assumed to be Gaussian distributions.
Proposition 8. If µc = µt, then pc is p.s.d. conservative w.r.t. pt if and only
if pc is strictly conservative w.r.t. pt.
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Proof. Assume that pc is a p.s.d. conservative approximation of pt. Without loss
of generality, assume that µc = µt = 0. The MV set for pc and pt are Mc(α) =
{x : xTΣ−1c x ≤ F−1(α)} and Mt(α) = {x : xTΣ−1t x ≤ F−1(α)}, respectively,
where F−1(α) is the inverse CDF of the χ2 distribution with dim(pc) degrees
of freedom. Take x ∈Mt(α), so that xTΣ−1t x ≤ F−1(α). Then,
xT (Σ−1t − Σ−1c )x ≥ 0 =⇒ xTΣ−1t x ≥ xTΣ−1c x .
We conclude that xTΣ−1c x ≤ F−1(α), so x ∈ Mc(α). It follows that Mt(α) ⊆
Mc(α) for all α. To prove the other direction, assume for contradiction that
pc is strictly, but not p.s.d conservative, w.r.t pt. Then, there exists x˜ such
that x˜Σ−1t x˜ < x˜Σ
−1
c x˜. Let α = F
(
x˜TΣ−1t x˜
) ∈ (0, 1). Then, x˜ ∈ Mt(α), but
x˜ 6∈ Mc(α) because x˜Σ−1c x˜ > x˜Σ−1t x˜ = F−1(α). This is a contradiction. The
result follows.
Proposition 9. If µc = µt and Σc = kΣt, k ≥ 1 then pc is GEOP w.r.t. pt
Proof. First, we prove pc is order preserving (OP) w.r.t. pt. Note the following
string of inequalities, which hold for any x1, x2:
pc(x1) ≥ pc(x2) ⇐⇒ log pc(x1) ≥ log pc(x1)
⇐⇒ −1
2
(x1 − µ)TΣ−1c (x1 − µ) ≥ −
1
2
(x2 − µ)TΣ−1c (x2 − µ)
⇐⇒ − 1
2k
(x1 − µ)TΣ−1t (x1 − µ) ≥ −
1
2k
(x2 − µ)TΣ−1c (x2 − µ)
⇐⇒ log(pt(x1)) ≥ log(pt(x2))
⇐⇒ pt(x1) ≥ pt(x2) .
Second, recall that for p = N(µ,Σ), the entropy of p is
H(p) =
1
2
log(det(2pieΣ)).
Therefore, if k ≥ 1 then H(pc) ≥ H(pt).
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